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Abstract—5G New Radio (NR) introduces several key features
to support the new emerging vertical industry use-cases, mainly:
(1) Different numerology that gives more flexibility in managing
time slot duration, and hence satisfying different delay require-
ments; (2) Bandwidth part that permits dedicating parts of the
bandwidth to ensure different data rate requirements. However,
although 5G NR introduces several enhancements, it makes
radio resource management, more precisely resource scheduling,
more complex and challenging. In this paper, we address the
challenge of radio resource management in 5G NR featuring
network slicing. We introduce a novel scheduling solution based
on Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to allocate resources
and numerology for UEs to satisfy their different requirements.
We evaluated the solution for different network configurations
and compared its performance with the maximum achievable
throughput. Simulation results demonstrated the efficiency of the
proposed algorithm to allocate resources and the ability to scale
for larger bandwidths covering both Frequency Range 1 (FR1)
and FR2, as well as serving a higher number of User Equipment
(UE).

I. INTRODUCTION

The 5th generation (5G) of wireless networks is designed

to support variant network services with different require-

ments. 5G services are organized into three principal cat-

egories, which are ultra-reliable and low-latency communi-

cation (uRLLC), enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and

massive machine-type communication (mMTC) [1]. These

use-cases have conflicting requirements that require a radio

design with high customization and flexibility to meet the dif-

ferent conditions. Indeed, while the eMBB services need more

bandwidth to satisfy the high throughput requirements, the

uRLLC services require a shorter time slot duration to ensure

the lower latency requirement. Finally, mMTC services need

better frequency management to sustain a massive number of

connected devices (mainly sensors/actuators).

To guarantee the heterogeneous requirements of 5G services

and support flexibility, 5G NR (New Radio) introduces the

BandWidth Part (BWP) concept. A BWP is a subset of

contiguous physical resource blocks (PRBs) that share the

same characteristics, mainly the subcarrier spacing (SCS) [2].

5G NR offers 5 configurations with different SCS (Table I).

Each configuration is indexed by a scalar called numerology

µ. The PRB shape, in time and frequency, is different for each

numerology µ. The amount of frequency that a PRB occupies

and its time slot duration can be expressed by 12 × 15 × 2µ

KHz and 1/2µ ms, respectively. Therefore, by adapting the

numerology concept, 5G NR reduces the slot duration down

to 125 microseconds, considerably reducing the RAN latency,

which is very beneficial for supporting uRLLC services.

On the other hand, the available bandwidth at a 5G base

station can be divided into BWPs with the same or different

SCS. A User Equipment (UE) can be configured with up to

four BWPs and can use up to one BWP at a given time.

Although the procedures of creating and configuring BWPs

are standardized, deciding the size and the numerology for

each BWP is still a challenging and open point. The problem

is further difficult when a UE belongs to more than one slice,

knowing that each slice has different requirements. Indeed, to

schedule radio resources for a UE, different dimensions need

to be considered: the numerology to use, the bandwidth part

size, the network slice, and the type of 5G service.

In this paper, we tackle the challenges of radio resource

allocation in 5G NR by proposing a novel Deep Reinforcement

Learning (DRL) based scheduler that allocates resources for a

list of UEs to satisfy their different slice’ SLA requirements.

The scheduler aims to select the numerology to be used and

the number of resources allocated per UE at each time slot

during a time window while taking into account the channel

quality of the UE. Furthermore, we designed the scheduler to

be independent of the number of users in the system, and we

have modeled the state to make the solution scalable for larger

bandwidths up to 400 Mhz, which correspond to the usage of

the mmWave band.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section

II describes the resource allocation problem in 5G NR, the

related work, and introduces DRL algorithms. Our proposed

solution is presented in Section III and evaluated in Section

IV. We conclude the paper in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Problem description

Radio resource scheduling issue is one of the most interest-

ing problems in 5G networks. Whilst in 4G, only the frequency

domain is considered, in 5G, both frequency and time domains

need to be considered due to the multi-numerology settings.

The radio resource scheduler observes the radio channel as



a 2D grid, where the x-axis is the time window ∆T and

the y-axis is the frequency bandwidth ∆F . The scheduler’s

objective is to divide the grid among different active users at

the gNB relaying on a specific policy. The latter depends on

the radio resource scheduler implementation. For example, the

proportional fair scheduler equally divides the grid to satisfy

the users, while the early-deadline scheduler privileges the

users requesting low-latency communications. In this paper,

we assume a network that consists of a set of UEs that compete

to access the radio resources. The UEs can use different

network slices, each characterized by different objectives,

characteristics, and service level agreement (SLA). According

to 3gpp specifications [3], a UE can belong to more than

one network slice and can have different SLAs. The radio

scheduler has to respect these SLAs by dividing the grid

resources efficiently. The UE should use one numerology at a

given time slot, but it can use more than one PRB. Last but

not least, it is important to note that authors of [4] have proven

that the resource allocation problem is NP-hard.

Table I: Numerology and slots duration

µ SCS Slot duration (ms)

0 15khz 1

1 30khz 0.5

2 60khz 0.25

3 120khz 0.125

4 240khz 0.0625

B. Related work

In [5], the authors proposed a heuristic-based solution to

perform numerology multiplexing as well as resource allo-

cation taking into account the Quality of Service [6] and

channel quality. However, they did not address the optimality

of their solution. The authors in [7] proposed a mixed-integer

linear program to distribute the available bandwidth among

the users considering different channel conditions and inter-

band interference as a consequence of mixed numerologies.

However, the numerology was fixed per user, and all the

users had the same requirements in terms of QoS. The work

in [8] designed a random forest-based decision algorithm

to accomplish the numerology selection for each service.

But, the proposed solution considered neither the frequency

efficiency nor its optimality. In [9], the authors introduced an

optimization method for resource and numerology allocation

in multi-user scenarios. They have modeled the problem as a

multi-scenario max-min Knapsack problem, which was solved

by an integer programming solution.

In [10], the optimization problem was formulated as an

integer linear program, and a linear relaxation of the problem

was proposed. However, the authors ignored the latency, which

is the main criteria in uRLLC services, and did not consider

the coexistence of the different types of 5G services. In [11],

the authors introduced an efficient heuristic approach to meet

diverse QoS requirements of Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

applications while achieving spectral efficiency. However, they

ignored the time domain in the problem definition. Authors in

[12] designed a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) model able

to solve the radio resource scheduling problem under differ-

ent numerology settings. But, the proposed solution did not

consider using different numerologies in the same bandwidth.

In [13], the authors leveraged deep reinforcement learning

to design a model-free solution. Nevertheless, the presented

problem assumed that all users belong to one and only one

slice and have the same numerology, making the system less

flexible.

Finally, it should be noted that all the cited solutions do not

consider that a UE can belong to more than one slice with

different requirements and consider only small instances of

the problem.

C. Deep Reinforcement Learning Background

DRL is a Machine Learning (ML) technique that can be

beneficial for 5G networks and beyond [14] to derive con-

figuration or management decisions in a timely and efficient

manner. In addition, the DRL technique has a tremendous

benefit for Radio Access Networks (RAN), whereby the de-

cisions should be taken in real-time (around 1ms). Indeed,

the DRL-based framework can learn with time and make

fast decisions in a stochastic environment, providing self-

configured and self-optimized network functions, such as radio

resource allocation. A DRL framework has two actors: an

agent and an environment. The agent observes a state St from

the environment, applies an action at, gets a reward rt+1, and

hence the environment moves to a next state St+1. The agent

can be in two modes: i) exploration mode, where the agent

explores and builds the knowledge about the environment, and

ii) exploitation mode, where the agent exploits the acquired

knowledge by following the optimal policy π∗ that gives for

each state St the optimal action a∗t .

The policy π∗ maximizes future cumulative discounted

reward Gt defined as follows:

Gt

.
=

TX

k=0

γ
krt+k+1 = rt+1 + γGt+1 (1)

With γ ∈ [0, 1] defined as the discount rate penalizes the

future rewards, and T equals to the time window which is

finite for episodic problems (i.e., problems that ends when

the environment is a final state) and infinite for continuing

problems.

Accordingly, the ability of DRL to derive good decisions

quickly, deal with unseen environments and be scalable make

it suitable for solving the resource allocation problem in 5G

NR, which is known as a NP-hard problem [4].

III. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING RADIO

SCHEDULER (DRL-RS)

A. DRL-RS general overview

The system’s environment is described as a 2D matrix,

where the x-axis represents the time slots over a window ∆T
and the y-axis corresponds to the PRBs over a frequency

bandwidth ∆F . Let δT and δF denote the minimum time

slot and the frequency bandwidth that can be assigned to a



PRB, respectively. Formally, δT = 2µmax , where µmax is the

maximum numerology in the system, and δF = 2µmin , where

µmin is the minimum numerology in the system.

We consider a dynamic number of UEs in the system. Each

UE can belong to more than one slice. For each slice, a UE has

different throughput and latency requirements (SLA: Service

Level Agreement). The throughput SLA is the minimum

throughput that needs to be achieved by a UE for that slice,

while the latency SLA is the maximum latency that a UE

can not exceed when serving that slice. In operation, the UE

needs to satisfy all its slice’ SLAs. To capture that a UE

can have more than one slice, we introduce the concept of

virtual UEs. Formally, each UE consists of a set of virtual

UEs, whereby each of which belongs to only one slice. The

number of virtual UEs of a UE equals the number of slices

where that UE is involved. The slices belonging to the same

UE are grouped in groups. The time slots of members of the

same group should neither overlap in time nor use different

numerologies. For example, if we have a UE that belongs to 2

slices, we will consider 2 virtual UEs in our environment with

the two extra constraints between these 2 virtual UEs. For the

sake of simplicity, we called a virtual UE a simple UE.

Our scheduler will loop over the active UEs (i.e., UEs

having data in their transmission queues) until either the

resource grid is filled or all the UE’s SLAs are met. For each

UE, the scheduler chooses a time slot t, a numerology µ, and a

number of resources N . This can be represented by a rectangle

of shape 2µmax−µ
∗ (N ∗ 2µ) stacked in the resource grid at

time slot t.
Figure 1 illustrates a simple example that shows the func-

tionality of DRL-RS. We consider 4 UEs with a latency

SLA of 0.125ms, 1ms, 0.25ms, 0.5ms, and a throughput

SLA that can be met with 1, 3, 1, 2 PRBs, respectively.

The 2D matrix consists of a grid, whereby the size of each

module of the grid is a rectangle (δT × δF ). For simplicity

and without losing the generality, the number of resources

needed is computed according to the Modulation and Coding

Scheme (MCS) assigned to a UE, which depends on the

UE’s Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) value. We consider

µmax = 3, µmin = 0, ∆T = 1ms and δF = 8. Let the red

line represents the frequency boundary on which the future

allocated resources are stacked. It is worth noting that DRL-

RS needs to use different numerologies to satisfy different

latencies. For instance, numerology 3 needs to be used to

satisfy the latency SLA of the first UE. In the first iteration, for

the first UE, the scheduler allocates 1 PRBs with numerology 3

at t = 0. Then, it allocates 2 PRBs for the 2nd UE at t = 4 with

numerology 1. The third UE takes 1 PRB using numerology

3 at t = 1, while the 4th UE takes 1 PRB at t = 2 using

numerology 2. The stop condition is not met yet; hence, the

scheduler continues looping over the active UEs that did not

meet their SLAs, i.e., the 2nd and 4th UEs. The 2nd UE takes

one more PRBs at t = 4 with numerology 1. Finally, the 4th

UE takes one PRB at t = 2 using numerology 2. At this step,

all UEs’ SLAs are met, and thus the scheduler finished the

resource allocation process.

B. DRL-RS design

In the balance of this section, we describe our solution DRL-

RS.

1) State: The state Si observed by the model when serving

UE i is composed of 4 vectors, which are F , Ti, Oi and

Ei, respectively. Vectors F and Ti contain the frequency

boundary (the red line in Figure 1) and the numerology used

by UE i for each time slot t, respectively. If a UE is not

using any numerology at time t, Ui,t is set to -1. Meanwhile,

vectors Oi and Ei contain the information about SLA of

the current UE and the other UEs, respectively. Oi contains

two values, Othg
i measuring the throughput SLA and Olat

i

measuring the latency SLA. Othg
i indicates the rate of the

achieved throughput over the throughput SLA. The bigger

Othg
i is, the better performances of UE i becomes. Since

a UE can achieve a throughput higher than its throughput

SLA, Othg
i can have a value bigger than 1. For instance,

to decrease the state space size, we can limit Othg
i with a

maximum value Othg
max. On the other hand, Olat

i indicates the

rate of the PRBs used before the latency SLA. The bigger

Olat
i is, the better performance of the UE i becomes. Note

that a UE will respect the latency requirements if all the

allocated PRBs are scheduled before the latency SLA, which

is equivalent to Olat
i = 1. Formally,

Othg
i = min{achieved throughput

throughput SLA
, Othg

max} with Othg
max > 1

Olat
i = Number of allocated PRBs before latency SLA

Total number of allocated PRBs

Ei contains three values: N thg
i , N lat

i and Minthg
i . N thg

i

and N lat
i count the number of UEs excluding UE i that have

met their throughput and latency SLAs, respectively. Minthg
i

is the smallest throughput SLA achieved by other UEs.

The state’s design considers the scalability of the solution

regarding the number of UEs, the SLA requirements, and the

bandwidth size.

2) Actions: The agent takes three actions (t, µ, N ): t is a

time slot, µ is the numerology to use at the given time slot t,
and N is the number of resources to allocate at t. The agent

will allocate a rectangular shape of (2µmax−µ,(N ∗2µ)) at time

slot t and put it on the top of the frequency boundary line.

Since we have a lot of not feasible actions, we added a pre-

processing step in order to compute an action space A that

contains only the possible actions at the current state Si
t .

3) Reward: We have adopted an episodic approach; i.e., an

episode is over when max T steps are reached, the resource

grid is filled, or all UEs SLAs are met.

The agent gets the reward r defined as follow:

r =











α ∗ (Othg
i,t −Othg

i,t−1
) + (1− α) ∗ S if not done

K if done and SLAs are met

M otherwise

Indeed, while the episode is still in progress and for each step,

the agent takes a reward equivalent to the improvement made

by the current action at step t since the previous step t − 1.

We formulate this improvement by the term (Othg
i,t −Othg

i,t−1
).



(a) 1st UE (t = 0,
µ = 3, N = 1)

(b) 2nd UE (t = 4,
µ = 1, N = 2)

(c) 3rd UE (t = 1,
µ = 3, N = 1)

(d) 4th UE (t = 2,
µ = 2, N = 1)

(e) 2nd UE (t = 4,
µ = 1, N = 1)

(f) 4th UE (t = 2,
µ = 2, N = 1), all

SLAs are met

Figure 1: Example of resource allocation using DRL-RS

Table II: 5G NR Configurations
Index Bandwidth (Mhz) ∆T (ms) Number of UEs Number of slice per UE Slices SLA list (Mbps, ms) MCS

1 20 3 3 2 (9,10),(0.2,1) 16

2 20 3 10 2 (5,10),(0.2,1) 26

3 40 1 10 2 (5.5,10),(0.2,0.5) 16

4 40 1 10 2 (13,10),(0.7,0.25) 26

5 100 3 3 3 (40,10),(1,2),(0.2,1) 16

6 100 3 6 3 (40,10),(2,2),(0.7,1) 26

7 400 1 5 2 (110,10),(1,0.125) 16

8 400 1 20 1 (50,10) 26

Moreover, to minimize the number of steps needed to finish an

episode, we added a penalty S for each step. Also, we added

weights α and (1 − α) to the two previous terms in order to

control their contribution in the reward term. Once the episode

is done, the agent takes a high positive reward K if the SLAs

are met for all UEs, or a penalty M else.

C. DRL-RS detailed description

DRL-RS leverages the Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm

[15] which is one of the most efficient DRL algorithms for

continuous state space and discrete actions. DRL-RS executes

two steps: decision making and updating the Q-Networks.

In DQN, two networks are used: a local Q-Network and a

target Q-Network. The latter is the same as the local network

except that its parameters are updated every τ steps. They

are combined to help the convergence and stabilization of the

learning.

1) Decision making: The DRL-RS agent observes a

state Si
t for UE i and feeds it to the local Q-Network to

get a discrete action distribution of one action a. Since

we need three output values (t, µ, N ), we partitioned the

integer value a, using the method ”the partitioning of an

integer into different parts” introduced in [16], as follow:

t = a÷ (µmax ∗Nmax) where Nmax is the maximum number

of resources that can be allocated to one UE and µmax is

the maximum numerology in the system. Note that ÷ is the

division of integer division and mod is the mod of integer

division.

µ = a mod (µmax ∗Nmax)÷Nmax

N = (a mod (µmax ∗Nmax) mod Nmax) + 1.

Then, the agent removes the illegal actions (the actions that

are not possible, for example, allocating resources that overlap

with other existing resources) by setting their probabilities to a

negative value. Then, we apply an ǫ-greedy approach to choose

an action. This means that the agent will choose a random

action over the possible actions with ǫ probability and the

best action over the action distribution with a 1- ǫ probability.

The value of ǫ decays overtime during the learning, pushing

the agent to explore the environment at the beginning of the

training and pushing it to exploitation over time.

2) Updating the Q-Networks: At each step, the current

state, the action, the next state, and the reward are stored in

a buffer known as the replay buffer. The local Q-Network

is updated using a random sample from the replay buffer,

which reduces the correlation between the agent’s experiences

and increases the stability of the learning. Using mean square

error (MSE) and ADAM optimizer [17], the parameters of the

local Q-Network are optimized at every step by considering

the local and target values, while the parameters of the

target Q-Network are updated every τ−1 steps to stabilize the

convergence of the algorithm.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we will introduce the DQN parameters used

for training the DRL-RS agent. Then, we will evaluate the

trained agent in a 5G simulated environment.

A. Training phase

We have trained the DRL-RS agent using 500 independent

episodes. We have fixed the maximum number of steps at each

episode T by 100. We have varied the reward parameters and

chosen the values that stabilize the convergence of the model.

We have set the penalty reward M to −0.02, S to −0.01,

K to 5000 and α to 0.5. We have set Othg
max to 2. We have

employed two fully connected hidden layers of 64 nodes, both

for the QNetworks. We have used a discount factor γ of 0.99,

batch size of 128, and a learning rate of 5 ∗ 10−4. The replay

buffer size was set to 109. We have used the soft update with

coefficient τ = 0.001. Also, we employed ADAM optimizer

[17]. Regarding the ǫ-greedy approach, we set the start value
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Figure 2: Efficiency and Scalability performance

to 1, the ǫ-decay to 0.99, and the end value to 0.01. The model

converges after 200 episodes.

B. Inference phase

To evaluate the model in a 5G environment, we used the

multi-numerology 5G Simulator developed in [18] that relies

on 6.1.4.2 of TS 38.214 [19] specifications to compute the

Transport Block Size (TBS). For each Bandwidth size and

∆T , we trained an instance of the model using MCS 16, 3

UEs. Each UE is attached to one eMBB and one uRLLC

slice with a fixed SLA. The sum of throughput SLA of

UEs nearly equals the maximum achievable throughput in the

corresponding bandwidth.

Regarding the scalability test of DRL-RS, we have varied

the network parameters for each model instance (Table II).

For example, we varied the MCS between 26 (good channel

quality) and 16 (medium channel quality). We changed the

number of slices per UE and scaled the number of UEs in

the cell. We tested the DRL-RS agent on different bandwidth

configurations from low bandwidth 20 Mhz to high bandwidth

400 Mhz, hence covering both FR1 (< 6Ghz) and FR2 (>
6Ghz) bands defined by 3GPP for 5G NR. It should be noted

that 400 Mhz is the maximum bandwidth that can be used in

5G NR at the current time.

Finally, to test the efficiency of DRL-RS, we compared

the achievable throughput by DRL-RS with the maximum

throughput that can be achieved in each configuration.

Figure 2(a) compares the throughput obtained in each con-

figuration (noted by DRL-RS in the figure) and the maximum

throughput (i.e., theoretical) achievable in that configuration

according to a 3GPP compliant tool [20] (noted by Maximum-

value in the figure). We notice that the achieved throughput

is close to the maximum achievable throughput, which means

that DRL-RS is able to fill the resource grid efficiently while

satisfying the latency SLA for all the slices . Figure 2(b)

depicts the achieved SLA for each configuration listed in Table

II. The y-axis represents the metrics used for measuring the

SLA: maxi O
thg
i , mini O

thg
i , averageiO

thg
i for the throughput

SLA (blue and red in the figure) and maxi O
lat
i , mini O

lat
i ,

averageiO
lat
i for the latency SLA (green and grey in the

figure). We remind that these values are described in Section

III-B1. The x-axis represents the configuration indexes sum-

marized in Table II. Figure 2(b) reveals that the slice’ SLAs are

met for each configuration. We notice that the maximum and

the minimum achieved SLA for throughput are greater than 1

(maxi O
thg
i > 1) and 0.94 (mini O

thg
i > 0.94), respectively.

This means that all the UEs have achieved their throughput

SLA. We observe that our solution has a gap of 6% compared

to the maximum achievable throughput due to the wasted

resources that DRL-RS may generate. Indeed, these resources

cannot be used by any UE due to shape and numerology

constraints. We also notice that the latency SLAs are respected

for all the configurations (mini O
lat
i = 1).

Table III: Traffic Simulation parameters
Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Duration 2s 2s

eMBB slice packet size 1.1 Mb 0.4 Mb

2nd eMBB slice packet size - 2 Kb

uRLLC slice packet size 1 Kb 50 b

average eMBB slice arrival rate 80 packets/s 80 packets/s

average 2nd eMBB slice arrival rate - 800 packets/s

average uRLLC slice arrival rate 800 packets/s 800 packets/s
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Figure 3: Scenario 1: traffic simulation using configuration 7

In Figures 3 and 4, we simulated traffic over 200 radio

frames. The x-axis represents time in ms, while the y-axis

is the SLA indicators (mini O
thg
i and mini O

lat
i ) for Figures

3(a) and 4(a), and the average transmission buffer size over

UEs for Figures 3(b) and 4(b). The simulation parameters are

presented in Table III. We leveraged the Poisson distribution



to generate traffic arrivals. The network configurations used

in scenarios one and two correspond to configuration 7 and

configuration 6 enumerated in Table II, respectively. Our

objective behind these figures is to demonstrate the efficiency

of DRL-RS over time, given that traffic arrives following a

stochastic distribution. Indeed, we observe that the SLAs are

met throughout the time (Figures 3(a), 4(a)), and the average

buffers’ size is not exploding, which validates that the DRL-

RS allocation over time is able to satisfy the high traffic loads

in larger bandwidths.
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Figure 4: Scenario 2: traffic simulation using configuration 6

In the last experimentation, we varied the number of UEs in

configuration 4 and configuration 7. We focused on configura-

tion 7 since it has the largest bandwidth in 5G NR. The results

are shown in Figure 5. The x-axis represents the number of

UEs in the system, while the y-axis represents the number of

UEs that did not meet their SLAs. We notice that DRL-RS

can support up to 100 UEs with a latency SLA of 0.125 ms in

configuration 7, while in configuration 4, DRL-RS can meet

all slices latency and handle up to 26 UEs while respecting

their SLAs.
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Figure 5: Performance over number of UEs

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced DRL-RS, a novel radio resource

scheduler based on DRL featuring Network Slicing in 5G NR.

DRL-RS allows sharing radio resources efficiently to satisfy

throughput and latency SLAs for a high number of UEs and

large bandwidths in 5G NR. Simulation results clearly showed

that DRL-RS is efficient and scalable for any configuration

in 5G NR. Our future focus will be modeling the problem

using optimization theory that will allow us to obtain the

optimal assignment and hence be able to compare DRL-RS

performances with an optimal configuration.
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